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Abstract. Humanoid robots without internal sensors (e.g. compasses)
tend to lose their orientation after a fall or collision. Furthermore, artifi-
cial environments are typically rotationally symmetric, causing ambigu-
ities in self-localization. The approach proposed here does not alter the
measurement step in the robot’s self-localization. Instead it delivers con-
fidence values for rotationally symmetric poses to the robot’s behaviour
controller, which then commands the robot’s self-localization. The be-
haviour controller uses these confidence values and triggers commands
to rearrange the self-localization’s pose beliefs within one measurement
cycle. This helps the self-localization algorithm to converge to the cor-
rect pose and prevents the algorithm from getting stuck in local minima.
Experiments in a symmetric environment with a simulated and a real
humanoid NAO robot show that this significantly improves the system.

1 Introduction

Mobile robots have to localise themselves in order to navigate reliably and ef-
ficiently. Because of this, robot systems are designed to handle multi-modal
distribution in self-localization scenarios [1], [2]. However, this leads to ambi-
guities in rotationally symmetric environments. Estimating the correct viewing
direction solves these pose ambiguities in various ways. The estimated viewing
direction can be integrated into the self-localization filter [3] or it can augment
the Behaviour Controller (BC) with additional knowledge in order to trigger a
reorientation behaviour.

Recent experiments conducted by psychologists on humans and animals in
symmetric environments [4–6] have proven the existence of a spontaneous re-
orientation mechanism and the importance of geometric knowledge. In the mid
90s, Hermer and Spelke [5] showed that geometric knowledge is more important
than non-geometric information in orientation. After the having been disori-
ented, young children (at a mean age of 20.9 months) had to find a toy which
had been hidden under their observation in a corner. The room was rectangular
with two wall lengths, and even when one wall was painted differently, children
looked in the geometrically appropriate corners equally often and ignored the
non-geometric information. Recently, Lee et al. [6] showed that the geometric im-
pression of a room can be altered by using printed 2D shapes (dots of two sizes)
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on walls, to support or suppress the subjective geometric impression. 3-year-old
children spontaneously reoriented in his experiments to the correct corner when
the bigger dots were on the longer wall, emphasising the 3D impression.

Inspired by these psychological findings, a room-awareness module was de-
veloped that captures the subjective geometric impression of a room, without
detecting any objects. This was realised by simplifying the environment with
a virtual surrounding wall composed of tiles holding trained colour histograms
and a filter to estimate the robot’s view direction. The colour histograms are
linked to observed colours in that specific area and the filter incorporates past
perceptions and recent head movements. This makes the filter used sensitive to
changes in the perceived background, similar to the natural orientation of the
living test subjects in Lee et al. [6].

The room-awareness was integrated as a separate module for computing in-
dependent confidence for various poses by evaluating the perceived visual back-
ground (see Fig. 1). We also extended the self-localization module to allow the
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Fig. 1. Room-awareness and its internal sub-modules

BC to rearrange internal pose beliefs spontaneously within one measurement
cycle, based on the situation and the results of the room-awareness module.

As a testing environment, the RoboCup Standard Platform League (SPL)1

field was used, which, since 2012 has been a symmetrical playing field with
identical goals, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The humanoid used, NAO v3, has limited
computational power and acts autonomously, but the visual background used is
still able to be processed at the full camera frame rate of 30Hz. Experiments were
carried out both in a simulated environment using the B-Human Code Release
2011 [7] and on a real robot.

The scientific contributions of this paper are, on the one hand, the psycho-
logically inspired integrated room-awareness module as an independent module
and, on the other hand, the computation of a subjective geometric impression
mimicking a human-like belief of one’s orientation.

The next section presents related work, followed by a detailed description of
the approach in Section 3. Results of experiments are given in Section 4 and a
conclusion summarises the findings.

1 Standard Platform League: www.tzi.de/spl/

www.tzi.de/spl/
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real robot and ball

rotational symmetric reflection

(a) Two possible valid
robot poses.

(b) Real robot view of op-
ponent goal.

(c) Real robot view of own
goal.

(d) Simulated environ-
ment.

(e) Simulated robot view of
opponent goal.

(f) Simulated robot view of
own goal.

Fig. 2. These figures represent the robot’s scene perception in a real and simulated
environment. The figures (b,c,e,f) show back-projected tiles, and the tiles in (b,c) and
(e,f) appear the same, respectively, due to the rotational symmetry. However, the
differing colour histograms disambiguate the pose.

2 Related Work

Due to the SPL’s introduction in 2012 of a symmetric playing field, different
strategies have been presented over the last two years for estimating the cor-
rect pose of a robot in a symmetric environment. However, it should be kept in
mind that some of those strategies are specially-designed for RoboCup compe-
tition scenarios and that the approach presented in this paper attempts to be
more general. Of the strategies presented over the last two years, two types of
approaches were distinguishable:

– Strategies using non-static features in the environment
– Strategies using static features in the background

2.1 Non-static Features

This strategy is related to multi-robot localization [8]. Non-static features, like
other robots or, in SPL, the game ball, are observed by multiple robots and
used to break the rotational symmetry. Fig. 2(a) shows two possible poses on
an SPL playing field, and the robot can determine its correct pose by knowing
the ball position. This idea works with single robots tracking objects of interest,
but it works even better using team communication to share perceived ball and
robot locations. The system starts to fail if the SPL team has only one player
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left and this robot falls, because the stability of the non-static features cannot
be guaranteed after a certain period of time. Some teams (e.g. the Nao-Devils
Dortmund ) have already integrated non-static features into their Kalman-Filter-
based localization [9]. The results of the RoboCup-WC 2012 proved that this
strategy is the most competitive one for the SPL.

2.2 Static Features

Similar to humans, this strategy uses features beyond the symmetric environ-
ment. The idea is to identify outstanding features in the background and map
them using Self Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [2] approaches. Typical visual
features are based on interest points, i.e. salient image regions, and a descriptor.
For example the most popular interest points are Lowes’ SIFT [10] and Bays’
SURF [11]. Anati et al. [12] trained a vision system to recognize objects such
as clocks and trash cans and used this information to create hypotheses about
poses and to refine them through particle filtering. But because of the limited
computational power of the NAO robot, it is impossible to use such object de-
tection algorithm during a soccer game. Alternatively, Anderson [13] presented
a simplified 1D SURF descriptor to map the background. Bader et al. [3] used
colour histograms as a descriptor. But they did not propose a reliable strategy
for matching and training those descriptors over time, and more importantly, no
strategy was presented for integrating the new features into an existing localiza-
tion system.

Another approach which uses static features in the background uses colour
information as well for localization. Sturm et al. [14,15] presented a visual com-
pass and a localization approach which is purely based on the detected colour
classes above the horizon. They used a segmented image discretized into colour
classes and mapped vertical changes among these classes. In contrast to the work
presented here, Sturm used a static map of the background which was trained
once in advance, and incorporated the result of the matching into the robot’s
localization algorithm. Therefore, he was able to build a localization algorithm
based on the background and the robot’s odometry only by using multiple static
maps of the background from different positions. The disadvantage is that the
workspace is limited to the area between the positions of the mapped locations.
He demonstrated his work on an AIBO robot and published his source code,
which works in real-time with the AIBO’s camera frame rate.

The paper here proposes instead a colour-histogram-based descriptor linked
to virtual tiles surrounding the environment for mapping, and a strategy for
reliably matching those descriptors by involving the robot’s pose and motion.
The information gained is then used to enhance the BC knowledge base in order
to control the robot’s self-localization and does not alter the measurement step
of the self-localization.
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3 Room-Awareness

The proposed technique improves existing self-localization algorithm by allowing
the robot’s BC to trigger reorientation controls. These controls were integrated
into a particle-filter, but it would have also been possible to enhance a Kalman-
filter-based self-algorithm in order to obtain a similar result. Fig. 1 shows the
integration of the room-awareness module and the control channels into an ex-
isting self-localization algorithm.

The combination of the external placement of the room-awareness module
with the BC as decision making unit would allow further integration of other
techniques, e.g. those using non-static features like the game ball, without chang-
ing the underlying localization technique by triggering reorientation controls.
The room-awareness module tries to capture the subjective geometric room im-
pression by mapping the surrounding colours with colour histograms on a virtual
wall. The matching algorithm uses a particle-filter involving the robot’s pose and
motion, thus relying on geometric and structural properties of the environment
for orientation. The approach itself requires initial knowledge like the robot’s
pose or a previously learned visual background model. The following sections
will now describe all of the sub-modules needed to realize the room-awareness
module.

3.1 Reorientation Commands

The existing particle-filter-based self-localization algorithm [7] was enhanced in
order to rearrange hypotheses according to three possible commands triggered
by the robot’s BC.

– flip pose
This command changes the robot’s belief in being in a symmetric reflection,
like a human who realises they are wrong.

– purge reflection
This command triggers the self-localization algorithm to remove beliefs in
symmetric reflections, like a human who is sure of their position.

– reset orientation
This command resets the self-localization algorithm’s belief in the robot’s
orientation, and the robot’s position belief remains untouched, e.g. after
internal sensors detect a fall.

Therefore, the BC is able to optimise the particle distribution of the self-
localization algorithm within one measurement cycle. An incorrect particle clus-
ter, for example, is removed using the purge reflection command if the confidence
for the current pose wins over the reflected pose’s confidence. A flip pose is trig-
gered if the reflected pose wins. Both cases can be observed in Fig. 6.

3.2 Perceived Colour Histograms and Background Tiles

The perceived colour histograms are linked to tiles on a virtual surrounding wall,
marked in Fig. 4(a), similar to in [3]. In contrast to [3], which uses a single row of
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tiles, the virtual wall is modelled as a cylinder with multiple rows and columns
of quadrangular tiles. Due to symmetry, the back-projected tiles appear equal
in the camera image for all rotationally symmetric poses, see Fig. 2(b,c,e,f), but
colour histograms linked to each background tile disambiguate the viewing di-
rection. Fig. 3 shows an example of the colour histogram used in this approach,
and the same type of chart is used in figures throughout this paper. The his-
togram has two bins for black and white and 12 colour bins. This allows for
a fast computation because only three thresholds c1, c2, c3 and the sign of the
colour channel are required to divide the YCbCr colour space into 14 regions,
as shown in Fig. 3. The histogram can be blurred, assuming that every bin has
four neighbours, in order to suppress noise. Perceived histograms are shown in
the viewing direction outside of the background model in Fig. 4(a), but since it
is a perception, they are shown without variance.
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Fig. 3. A colour histogram and bin values are drawn upwards. Histograms used to
model the background are augmented with a variance value drawn downwards. The
bins are defined by the regions, drawn on the three YCbCr colour space slices.

3.3 The Background Model

The background model is trained online with perceived histograms by using a
moving average update strategy. In order to stabilize the model, tiles which are
too close to the robot, blocked by other robots/obstacles2, or observed from too
steep of a viewing angle, are ignored. The moving average update strategy for
each colour bin allows the variance to be computed, thus detecting unstable ar-
eas. The equations for computing the moving average μ and variance σ are shown
in Eq. (1) and (2), but if a tile is seen for the first time, the perception is copied.
Increasing N leads to a more stable model but to a lower rate of adaptation to
environmental changes. μnew and σnew represent the new computed average and
distribution values, and μlast and σlast are the values before the update with the
new measurement xmess.

μnew =
Nμlast + xmess

N + 1
(1)

2 The presence of robots/obstacles is computed by the B-Human Code Release
2011 [7].
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σ2
new =

1

N + 1

(
Nσ2

last +
N

N + 1
∗ (μlast − xmess)

2

)
(2)

Training can be interrupted by the robot’s BC to avoid learning from incorrect
perceptions, for example in the case of a robot falling or during a penalty in the
soccer game. A trained background model with colour histograms around the
playing field is shown in Fig. 4(a). The two circles of histograms indicate the
two rows of tiles cylindrically arranged around the playing field. A subdivided
half icosahedron-shaped wall with triangle tiles to cover the room’s ceiling was
considered, but since the robot looks primarily horizontally, it was decided to
use a cylinder for simplicity’s sake.

3.4 The Background Evaluation

This sub-module uses robot pose information and perceived colour histograms to
estimate current viewing direction based on the background. This estimation is
done by using a particle-filter where each particle describes a viewpoint hypoth-
esis on the cylindrically modelled wall. The particle weights are computed by
comparing the colour histograms of the perceived tiles with model histograms
of viewpoints estimated by a specific particle. For the histogram comparison,
the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) and Jeffrey/Jensen-Shannon Divergence
(JSD) distance functions, as suggested in [16], were tested, but since multiple
histograms for one view are compared, the best results were achieved by apply-
ing the SSD function to the three most dominant histogram bins. All particles
are updated by linearising the current rotational motion at the current view cen-
tre, plus some additional white noise to compensate for model discrepancy. New
particles are injected at the current best matching position to prevent the filter
from getting stuck in local minima. Fig. 4(a) indicates particles with magenta
dots around the playing field, and the detected cluster centre is drawn as a gray
ellipse. The same particles are projected onto the current viewpoint, visualized
in Fig. 4(b) (magenta).

Multiple confidence values are computed by counting the number of back-
ground particles within specific angle ranges. The confidence for the current
pose is computed by counting the number of particles within a virtual field of
view around the current view centre, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The opposite pose
confidence is computed similarly, with the opposite view centre. A moving aver-
age algorithm, the same as Eq. (1), was used in both cases to suppress incorrect
estimates and to assure a smoother confidence value curve over time. But in
contrast to the background model, the values were initialized with zero. The av-
erage confidence values are always set to zero if the BC triggers a signal, in order
to build new confidences from scratch. Fig. 4(c) shows a sequence of confidence
values and the smoothed mean values over time, together with the BC command
signals.

In addition, confidence values indicating which goal was perceived were com-
puted by counting particles within two static areas behind the goals, also shown
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(a) Background model and background particles drawn on the robot’s in-
ternal world view around the playing field. Particles of the self-localization
are drawn in gray on the playing field.

(b) Camera image with particles
and tiles with colour histograms.
Detected landmarks like field lines
and goal posts are drawn as over-
lay.

(c) History of past confidence values and
BC command signals. The BC triggered
a flip because the robot had been mis-
takenly placed in the rotational reflective
pose. This was followed by a purge reflec-
tion because the awareness module then
indicated a high current pose confidence
relative to the reflected pose confidence.

Fig. 4. The robot’s internal world view, the corresponding camera image and computed
confidence values
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in Fig. 4(a) as areas for goal view evaluation. These goal view confidences are
unlike the pose confidences directly used in the self-localization to generate new
pose hypotheses for particle injection. This supports the self-localization in man-
aging kidnapped robot situations.

3.5 Orientation Behaviours

The purpose of a robot is not only to localise itself, but also to fulfill certain tasks.
It is the role of the robot’s BC to juggle these tasks by taking the appropriate
actions. For example, the BC has to recognize if the system is initialised with
a pose and not with a pre-learned background, in which case the background
evaluation process needs to be stopped, and a sequence of actions which brings
the robot into a position to train the background must be triggered. The room-
awareness approach presented here does not work if there is no BC or similar
module because the interaction with other modules is too intertwined.

4 Experiments

Two test scenarios were used on a simulated and real robot to measure the
improvement of this system over a system without a room-awareness module3.
For both tests the robot was placed on the default soccer start position next
to the playing field, but the particle-filter-based self-localization was initialized
with the incorrect rotationally symmetric pose, and switched sides after half of
the trials.

A system which uses only a symmetric playing field for localization converges
only coincidentally to the correct pose, and normally fails. In the first test the
robot was only allowed to move its head. In the second test the robot had to
walk from one penalty position to the other and vice versa, based on its own
localization. During the first round of tests, the self-localization injected new
particles if a goal was detected. In the second round of tests, new injections were
allowed only if the room-awareness module indicated clear confidence values
to identify which goal had been detected. During all of the trials, the time
it took for the BC to trigger a control command to optimize or correct the
self-localization’s particle distribution was measured. For both the simulation
and the real robot, the same room-awareness parameters were used to generate
comparable results. One can see in Table 1 that the system tends to fail in up to
15% of the trials if the robot is not moving. This happens because the background
is trained online and the wrong background is assumed as correct after a certain
period of time. In Fig. 6 we can see two ways in which the BC corrects the
self-localization’s particle distribution. If the particles are on the wrong pose,
the system triggers a flip. A purge is called for if the filter accidentally forms
a correct growing particle cluster. Since clusters are primarily the result of new

3 A video with experiments was submitted in addition. It shows a training sequence,
an incorrectly initialized robot, a kidnapped robot scenario and a long-term test of
6 minutes.
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Table 1. Evaluation of the test scenarios

Robot Test Goal trails flip purge failed
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o
n

h
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d
o
n
ly

unknown
20 trials 70% 15% 15%
18.1 sec 12.9 sec 57.5 sec > 200 sec

known
20 trials 80% 10% 10%
22.1 sec 16.0 sec 42.0 sec > 200 sec

m
ov

in
g unknown

10 trials 80% 20% 0%
20.2 sec 17.1 sec 34.5 sec > 200 sec

known
10 trials 80% 20% 0%
27.0 sec 19.6 sec 56.5 sec > 200 sec

Robot Test Goal trails flip purge failed

R
ea
l
R
o
b
o
t

h
ea
d
o
n
ly

unknown
20 trials 90% 0% 10%
23.1 sec 23.1 sec - > 200 sec

known
20 trials 65% 25% 10%
34.3 sec 23.1 sec 63.4 sec > 200 sec

m
ov

in
g unknown

10 trials 100% 0% 0%
33.5 sec 33.5 sec - > 200 sec

known
10 trials 50% 40% 10%
45.4 sec 37.2 sec 55.7 sec > 200 sec

static moving static moving static moving static moving
simulation real simulation real

unknown goal known goal
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Fig. 5. This chart shows the selected command in different test scenarios, related to
Table 1. One can see the increase in purges when the goal was identified using the goal
confidence values.

measurementrobot

(a) A flip solved the problem of an in-
correct pose, recorded on a real robot.

measurementrobot

(b) A purge optimized the distribution,
recorded on a simulated robot.

Fig. 6. Two instances of particle distribution optimization observed after an incorrect
initialization
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injected particles, and the system only creates new particles if a goal has been
seen, the tests with goal confidences differ from those without. Without any
indication of which goal has been perceived, the system injects poses which might
be rotationally-symmetrically incorrect. The room-awareness module identifies
goal views and the system is able to inject a most likely hypothesis. We can
see this effect in Fig. 5 because the BC triggered a purge more often, indicating
that the self-localization was able to recover the correct pose on its own and
the purge cleared possible incorrect clusters. The results also show that if a
purge was the selected signal, the time it took for this signal to be triggered
was significantly longer. This was caused by the self-localization because the
estimated pose starts to jump if there are two or more nearly equally-sized
clusters. In general, smoother confidence values were experienced with the real
robot than with the simulated one, as visible in Fig. 6(a), due to the image being
noisier and smoother. Overall, the proposed room-awareness module improves
an existing self-localization algorithm.

5 Conclusion

A psychologically-inspired room-awarenessmodule has been presented here which
mimics a human-like belief in current pose and triggers a so-called spontaneous
reorientation. Experiments with a humanoid robot in a rotationally symmet-
ric environment prove the effectiveness of room-awareness in recognising an
incorrectly-estimated pose by mapping the surrounding environment with colour
histograms. In addition, an optimized particle distribution in the self-localization
used was obtained by allowing the BC to interfere with the self-localization by
selectively moving or removing particle clusters caused by a symmetric environ-
ment. The room-awareness module was also able to support the self-localization
using the visual background to estimate which goal was seen, in order to break
the symmetry. However, multiple issues remain, e.g. the optimal number of colour
histograms to model environments, the virtual wall shape used, and the imple-
mentation of an optimal search and training pattern to force the robot to look
at areas with the most distinctive background.

Acknowledgment. The research leading to these results has received fund-
ing from the Austrian Science Foundation under grant agreement No. 835735
(TransitBuddy).
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